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Westacc - Oud Camp 9 - Coldenhove
3155 DL Maasland - Netherlands
Ph. +31 174 520178 - www.westacc.nl

The right partner for the Rv’s
manufacturers

Words Esmé Postma

Reliable supplier for big and small manufacturers

Quality and certification

estacc Group is a specialised Dutch manufacturer of electrical
and lighting products which supplies to the biggest known
European caravan/motorhome brands, but also to smaller manufacturers. Every customer is important and can expect a high level of service from them. Westacc always tries to think from the customer’s
point of view. What is really important to the customer? Therefore,
the company focusses on innovation of products, working with educated and skilled people, good and stable quality products, and justin-time delivery at the customer’s factory. The company is growing
rapidly, but they will always protect their key points to guarantee
their long-term strategy. By the way, Westacc does not talk about
customers, they talk about partners. This will be further explained
under “Product development with partners”.
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Roger Vos, Tim Batist and Jan Batist

n the world of Westacc, "quality" is top of mind. The company is
European market leader when it comes to the production of fuse
boxes for the caravan/motorhome industry. Therefore, they have a
structured and well documented QC system which goes through
several layers in the organisation. This is in order to guarantee the
quality and warranty that customers expect. When you look into their
testing specifications, it goes much further than the normal use for
caravans and motorhomes. And that is probably one of the reasons
why they have such a strong position in the market. Certification is
very important and always done by the big and well known labs such
as VDE, TUV, NF etc.

Product development with customers (partners)

he world is changing rapidly and the industry needs to keep up with that. Developing a product on your own is possible, but it is much better to involve your customers (partners). With
that in mind Westacc is always looking for partnerships. There are several products in the assortment that are designed especially for well-known brands, based on their demand. This creates
an investment, but also a long-term cooperation for both parties. Most important thing to say is
that Westacc has a really short developing time, since they do the complete prototyping inhouse. With skilled people for making 3D technical drawings and their own professional 3D printer, new products can be developed in several weeks. Westacc is always open to develop new
products with their partners for caravans and motorhomes.
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Smart and quick installed products
s the quantities of sold vehicles are increasing in Europe, the pressure on the production lines
of caravans/motorhomes is increasing as well. For that reason, Westacc always invests in the
development of smart and quick installed products. From their point of view, there are 2 important issues:
1. The way of installation. When the way of installation is complicated, only high skilled people
can do the job.
2. Installation time. When the installation time is long, less vehicles can be produced, which costs
money these days.
A good example of Westacc's smart and quick installed products is the fuse box in the picture.
Installation is quick, because the fuse box doesn't have to be opened when connecting to the
electrical system. Second advantage is that no high skilled people are needed for installation,
because the plug can only be connected in one specific way, easy installation. Third advantage is
that, due to the smart design, failure risks are almost zero!
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Contacts:
Roger Vos - Sales manager
rogervos@westacc.nl - 0031 - 653810539

Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth E05

Production in The Netherlands
he strategy of the company is to keep their R&D and assembly line in the
Netherlands. The main reason is that the company can react quickly on
changed customer demands, so that delivery times can be kept short. Besides
that, R&D and assembly line are connected to each other in collaboration, which
creates an added value when it comes to product development and quality control. The people are well trained and have commitment to deliver only good quality products. Westacc’s large and modern warehouse of 2.500 square meters
gives the possibility to stock components and ready made products. This guarantees a buffer for their customers/partners.
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Westacc at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf
estacc is exposing every year on the largest European caravan and motorhome show in
Düsseldorf. Their location is Hall 13, stand E05. This is where they meet existing and new
customers to show all novelties and popular products. Especially for lighting and inlets/outlets there
are many new designs to be discovered. Surface spots in multiple colours and finishing (new is a
complete line in matt black, chrome and brushed steel). Premium line built-in LED spots. A new
modern and flat design of inlets/outlets for electricity, water, gas, 12V TV/SAT, and main battery
switch for movers. And of course switches, sockets and USB connections.
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Renewed Westacc website
he company is very proud to announce their new website, which can be found
on www.westacc.nl. It gives a good overview of their product lines, a short company movie, news and company details. The website is displayed in multiple languages and suitable for smartphones and tablets.
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Company profile

estacc Group is a family company with over more than 40 years of
experience in the caravan/motorhome industry. The first company was
setup by Jan Batist in 1972 and started with international business from the
nineties. Due to growth there have been several moves to bigger plants
(nowadays 2.500 sqm warehouse/production plus offices). In 2015 the company has made the next step to ensure their future strategy. Tim Batist, son
of Jan Batist, is the new CEO and has the ambition to expand the business
with their partners. Westacc has become market leader in the production of
fuse boxes and is also strong in lighting components, inlets/outlets, switches/sockets and other related electrical products. Products find their way
worldwide in the caravan/motorhome industry.
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